Babushka Egg Mini-Question #9

2016 Election in the United States
The Torah-Bible wisdom is forbidden, though perhaps allowed a folklore: “Humpty Dumpty sat on the wall;
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. All the king’s horses and all the king’s man could not put Humpty together
again.” That may be demonstrated by the US Congress after a rigged election in 2016. This little MiniQuestion could reveal and explain the next events: how an atheistic New World Oder system will end like
Yeshua-Jesus foretold the prophesied Apocalypse birth pangs now linked to absolute planned evil by the
global NYC banking-elite camouflaged their concluding intent not allowed to be aired in a paid-off media.
The American Christians used to be the majority. They were put on a threshold to vote for a sick old woman
dishonored with blood on her hands, guilty of 50 million babies killed. A billionaire Trump still was unknown
being totally maligned with lies and deception by controlled media outlets. But a third option was offered in
Babushka Question #7. Maybe our atheistic corrupted world could get an extension of God's Wrath if the
American denominational churches would repent like Nineveh. Otherwise postulated, if Obama would stay on
for one more year to be the mediator referee to arbitrate fulfilling prophecy, or perhaps go to Europe to govern
as the head of NATO. It could be linked the Torah-Bible-prophecy that foretold that Satan lost the war in
heaven and is cast to earth, but needed a body to appear in a mortal body like Jesus according to Kosmos laws.
A MESSAGE FROM GOD TO BARRACK HUSSEIN OBAMA! - THE SON OF PERDITION
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzngwETYfJM

Satan was destined to end his rule only in the Daleth dimension to finally establish his demons to rule in a
New World Order. His priority always has been to kill as many Christians and Jews to prolong the Kingdom
on earth prophesied in the Torah-Bible. Like the Humpty Dumpty story He manipulated the US Congress to
cut-OFF the oldest 240 year Constitution-Branch they all sat on, thus verified Newton’s laws in physics had a
prophesied great fall … you end the Bible story, not a fairy tale. That revealed the anti-Christ want to unify the
Christian Church with Islam and round off any pastors not agreeing with the establishment. Undesirables will
be put legally under Martial Law in an American FEMA camp. It will obsolete a Humpty Dumpty US
Congress controlled by lucrative bribes from Illuminati NYC bankers no longer camouflaged from the public.
Internationally financed with fiat money, this New World Order will enforce invisible population reduction
policies of war and destruction within UN-NATO. Now greatly maligned Russia, Putin said we have
advanced weapons and if forced to respond in kind will survive. This will remove all options and start
worldwide the prophesied Schlimazel analyzed in Babushka eggs forbidden in universities and churches.
Many comatose theologians wondered why America is never mentioned in prophecy and think the prophesied
King of the North will start WW-III, which is not Russia. A number of Babushka eggs postulated that the last
event is climaxed with Turkey gathered with NATO nations corralled to close the CHET –Age ending a 21st
Century Civilization to perish as recorded in concept egg Pearl #666. The Apocalypse birth pangs started with
the first free Babushka egg #1, please notice on page 489, the last published prophecy date and marked on the
Apocalypse Table two mystery witnesses (Daniel 7:12 - Revelation 20:5 [TIME + Season]) in which "time"
is one year and season = 3 months. Thus, American churches will now be without management perhaps
still shown worldwide on YouTube Videos how Christians are blamed to be against the establishment in
danger to get arrested. Denominational dogmas will be set aside to teach a basic pure salvation Gospel
worldwide on the web, thus many will suffer like the first century Christians to divide the sheep from the goats.
Seen on YouTube that FEMA bought 20,000 guillotines, or to do the dirty job useful robots to discard
millions, perhaps radioactive bodies in huge plastic boxes stacked three on top? Millions of Christians and
Jews will disappear repeated many times in the last century history once more in a final genocide, but now evil
mankind will end too in God’s Wrath. Add one year to the prophecy date 10 April 2017 (Time +
Season) May-2018. It will direct the Israel survivors to lay the foundation stone for a NEW COVENANT.
Elijah previously complained to the Lord, “I am the sole survivor,” but heard, “Not so, 7000 Saints are hidden
and fed by the Queen (Beast-system) who slaughtered anyone she could find.” Thus, some Saints are left
behind to witness how the prophesied Apocalypse ended to a future generations. (Ps. 138:7-8) My 8th
Question proposed a different left behind movie to capture video events coming fast like machine gun bullets.
If the free web is still around, perhaps some will watch YouTube videos of the prophecies ending EVIL.
The Book of Malachi by Alan Horvath (11-3-16) https://vimeo.com/190036380
www.apocalypse 2008-2015.com

